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ABSTRACT 

One of the key assumptions in Endsley’s three-level Situation Awareness (SA) model is the critical role of 
mental models in the development and maintenance of SA. We explored a prescriptive way of modeling this 
essential mental process of the fire incident commanders’ fire ground assessment. The modeling was drawn 
from the Fast and Frugal Heuristics (FFHs) program, given the strong parallels between its contentions on 
ecological rationality and the environment demanding of the emergency response context. This paper addresses 
a number of issues being encountered in the attempt of our empirical investigation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

SA, defined as “the perception of the elements within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their 
meaning and the projection of their status in the near future” (Endsley 1995, p.36), has been recognized as 
central and main precursor for decision making and performance in any complex and challenging domain 
(Endsley, 1997). Regarding how a person comprehending and projecting their status through perceived elements, 
most studies in the domain postulated descriptive notions like mental simulation, story building, or pattern 
matching (e.g., Klein 1998). In this study, however, we explored a prescriptive way of modeling the 
comprehending and projecting process in the domain of fire ground assessment.  

We held two essential arguments of this study. Firstly, in tough settings like emergency response, objective 
criteria derived from rational analysis (i.e. optimality) is improper for decision performance evaluation (Klein 
2001). What can be relied, instead, would be the judgments of Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) (Kahneman & 
Klein, 2009). In this sense, modeling the decision behavior of SMEs is essential for the design of any decision 
aids. Secondly, although lower order perceptual and memory processes may indeed intricate and complex, the 
higher order mental processes can be described as an algorithm just a few steps long (Gigerenzer & Todd, 1999). 
It just like that we do not need to know precisely how recognition memory works to describe a heuristic that 
relies on recognition. Accordingly, automatic decision aids become possible. 

In conducting such higher order modeling, the psychological framework, Fast and Frugal Heuristics (FFHs) 
(Gigerenzer et al., 1999), provides a plausible direction. In their conceptualization, a computational decision 
model would involve 1) search rules for guiding a search for information, 2) stopping rules for terminating the 
search at some point, and 3) decision rules for making inference based on the results of the search. The 
involvement of the search rule and stopping rule addresses the essential characteristic of real world situations 
where information or alternatives must be actively sought.  

Our study was therefore positivistic. We first held the hypothesis that fire ICs’ situation assessment policy will 
be adequately described by a fast and frugal model, as fire ICs must response and decide under time pressure on 
the fire ground. We then empirical investigated any evidence to support this hypothesis. 
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Empirical studies of FFHs normally draw the outcome-oriented approach which focuses on the outcomes of the 
decision process and builds models that predict these outcomes (Broder 2000). The model that best predicts the 
outcomes is identified as the decision model applied by the decision maker.  

In real world professional domain, the most prominent representative of this approach is the neo-Brunswikian 
Judgment Analysis (JA) technique (Cooskey, 1996). The method normally involves two essential steps before 
the outcomes analysis could be implemented. They are 1) formulating the judgment problem, and 2) 
constructing the judgment task. 

Formulating the judgment problem involves first defining the judgment of interest, and then identifying the 
information (cues) that could specify the purpose and conditions leading up to the judgment. A judgment 
criterion and a corresponding cues panel would generally be the output of this step. 

Constructing the judgment task concerns with the issues of how the individual judgment problem, formulated in 
the prior step, could be manipulated and organized as a task for SMEs to complete. It normally involves 
considerations of: a) how many judgment cases should be included in a task; b) how the different cues values 
are distributed among the cases; c) to what extent does the distribution reflect the true distribution of the real 
situation. 

In this paper, due to the space restriction, we would like to address a number of issues being encountered in the 
applying of JA to our empirical investigation. We will first brief how the assessment problem was formulated 
and how the task was constructed of our investigation. Four issues were then raised and discussed around above 
two initial steps of JA. The study was carried out in the Leicestershire Fire and Rescue Service (LFRS) in UK. 

APPLICATION IN LEICESTERSHIRE FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE UK 

In terms of problem formulation, the present study developed a high rise apartment fire incident scenario. The 
ICs’ resources demand assessment at the initial stage of the incident was defined as the problem to be simulated. 
Associated with this problem, a total of 18 cues were established (Table 1). Twelve of them are maintained 
constant to provide the background information of the scenario. Another six cues are manipulated with binary 
features as the predictor of the competing models to be tested. The cues were identified on the basis of a task 
analysis which involved: (a) a review of knowledge on high rise apartment building (e.g., national building 
regulations on fire safety); (b) a review of literature on fireground decision making; (c) an analysis of the LFRS 
departmental training documents; and (d) seven semi-structured individual interviews with five watch managers 
and two crew managers of LFRS. 

On constructing the assessment task, the present study planed two response groups according to the ICs’ rank 
level (watch managers VS. crew managers). Each group involved 8 fire ICs responding to a set of 80 
hypothetical cases. Each individual IC responded 10 cases of the set. The consequent data analysis would be 
carried out idiographically at the group level.  

Varied Cues Constant Cues 
Fire floor: at the high level or low level Weather Temperature Location 
Vertical fire spread: possibility of vertical 
spread 

Pre-determined Attendance 
(PDA) of the building 

General 
Construction 

Horizontal fire spread: contained within one 
fire compartment or not 

Automatic Fire Detection 
(AFD) installed in building 

Ventilation 
system 

Wind effect: whether strong or light Floor layout Lift 
Evacuation consideration: involving time of the 
day, occupancy profile, building evacuation 
policy, and suggestion from AFD system 

Building internal maintenance  Staircase 

Search & Rescue: number of persons trapped Cause of fire Water supply 

Table 1.  Cues panel of the ICs’ resources demand 
assessment at the initial stage of a high rise apartment fire 

  

DISCUSSIONS 

The problem formulation and task construction illustrated above held a number of distinct features in 
comparison to the traditional JA application. To understand the difference, we elaborate four issues in the 
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following. They are 1) decision point issue in snapshotting a dynamic process; 2) combination issue in 
identifying and organizing the cues; 3) the issue of defining cue values with concrete description, 4) research 
access issue on applying JA to dynamic emergency response. 

The decision point & associated assessment criterion 

The first issue was around the concept of the decision point. Traditional JA studies are typically applied in static 
environment, in which the judgment is followed through a strict one way data-driven information-judgment 
(perception-comprehension) process and the judgment itself is the end of the scenario. Dynamic fire incident 
however, like a story, from beginning to end, involves sequential goal-driven activities following the timeline. 
This highlights the demand of time stamped decision point to deconstruct the incident scenario in a way that 
problem could be formulated in a snapshot (Crandall et al., 2006). Through the decision point, we would be able 
to define some criterion to reflect the ICs’ level 2 & 3 SA, at the time.  

In the present study, the ICs’ resources demand assessment at the initial stage of the incident was defined as the 
decision point and its associated assessment criterion to be simulated. 

The initial stage here refers to the time stage that the IC is on arrival, conducting his initial Dynamic Risk 
Assessment (DRA) on the ground of the high rise apartment. It is this time point that the ICs would be always 
engaged in the decision of “re-assess the requirement for further resources – being cognizant of the running time 
of reinforcing appliances in relation to likely escalation” (HM Government 2008, p.19). The resources demand 
assessment would reflect their overall judgment of the scale and extent of the incident and its likely escalation, 
an aspect of the level 2 and level 3 SA at the resources demand dimension. Similar strategy of utilizing one 
aspect of SA to reflect the situation assessment in general could be found in Horswill & McKenna (2004) where 
drivers’ anticipation of hazards was analyzed as one element of SA in driving. 

Identification of cues 

The second issue was how the identified cues should be organized. The first draft of cues identified on the basis 
of our task analysis was a different version involving 20 individual information units. It was however, appeared 
that some of information units would be essential to the assessment only when evaluated in combination with 
others. Take the cue, “time of the incident”, as an example, one watch manager commented: “let me elaborate 
more about the time, my experience would suggest that if the incident happened around or at the midnight, my 
expectation is people would be inside sleeping, if it happened in mid day, there is greater chance of being out of 
the occupants whether the university college or work, so the occupancy matters … the only difference between 
time will relate to occupancy …” Another watch manager also commented on this: “… so the time itself make 
no difference, it will make difference only when it links some particular risks, like sleep risk etc.” 

This was actually aligned with the iterative process illustrated in Endsley’s 3 levels SA model (1995, 2004), 
where people were supposed to build some level 2 comprehension through level 1 elements and utilize this 
comprehension together with some other level 1 elements to interpret other interest. Similar circumstance has 
also been noticed in JA literature, where hierarchical judgment model was proposed to account for the complex 
problems, in which task ecology is broken into smaller sub-problems (multiple levels), and judgments made at 
one level serve as the cue values for the next level (Hammond et al., 1975). The difference, however, is that the 
hierarchical judgment model proposed remained a static linear process, where the first-order cues can only be 
utilized for first-order judgment, and those first-order judgments are always integrated with other first-order 
judgments. No dynamic iterative process was promoted.  

Another two literatures that shed light on the cues combination process could be found in Phelps & Shanteau 
(1978)’s study on the breeding quality of gilts judged by experienced livestock judges, and Ebbesen & Konenci 
(1975)’s study on the judges’ policies for setting bail. Both of them suggested that the subjects might be 
following a sequential model, where they first used groups of cues to judge a limited number of more abstract 
qualities which they then integrated into an overall judgment. Unfortunately, both of them have not explicitly 
indicated whether such embedded structure was like the strict one way hierarchical process or the more flexible 
iterative process suggested in SA theory. 

Accordingly, we combined some level 1 cues together as an individual analysis unit. Table 1 above illustrated 
the revised version of cues panel. 

Defining cue features 

The third issue was on defining the cue features. Traditional JA studies tended to code the cue information into 
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numerical scales (for example, using simple 1 to 10 or Low to High scales to indicate the values of a cue) for 
ease of regression analysis and the so-called generalizability of the study. This coding process rested upon an 
assumption that the coding exactly reflected how subjects simplify their perceived information for judgment. 
We generally agreed that there was a coding process of subjects when they perceived the cue information from 
ecology. But the coding should be utilized in the data analysis stage rather than being eliminated from the 
judgment task in a way that judges perceive those coded information straightforwardly. 

Consequently, in the present study, we defined those cues values, or we say features here, with concrete 
linguistic phrases that would be encountered by ICs in the real ecology. These features would be discriminated 
into positive or negative in the data analysis stage to simulate the ICs’ simplification of the information they 
gathered. We believed the current strategy in presenting the cues was much more aligned with the task 
congruence requirement as summarized in Cooksey (1996).  

It was however, the applying of the coding process in the data analysis stage rather than task presentation stage 
might not be without consequences. One straightforward issue was that the number of concrete description that 
could be included in a task would always be restricted, comparing with the full diversity of the real situation. In 
other words, the present study would just be able to simulate a number of specified circumstances of the high 
rise compartment fire scenario, rather than the complete possibility of scenario in general. We could see it as a 
limitation of the present study, in terms of generalizability, from traditional formal modeling perspective. But it 
could also be seen as a natural choice of the study targeting for real situation (Moon 2002). 

Research access 

The last issue we would like to discuss here is on the research access. The present task construction that planed 
the data analysis at the group level was quite different from the strategy applied in the JA tradition, where 
judgment data is ideographically analyzed at the individual judge level. This was straightforwardly caused by 
the access issue. That is, the access to the task involving too many cases at the individual level was just not 
feasible. According to the general plan of the JA tradition, we have had developed alternative task that target for 
individual IC, which involved forty assessment cases. But it turned out that the LFRS had little interest in such 
onerous and time-consuming task. Individual ICs, through our interaction, would only be willing to engage in 
the experiment task that takes less than 15 minutes. 

This might due to the fact that the present cases just simulated a one-shot situation of the fire fighting activity. 
As discussed in the decision point section, task applied in tradition JA studies are typically static, in which the 
judgment itself is complete and regularly encountered by the judges. Most of the time, judging a set of profiles 
itself is part of the judges’ regular work (e.g., weather forecasting). In contrast, fire operations during the 
incident involve dynamic activities following the timeline. Any one-shot situation, although may be critical at 
the time, does not dominant the whole operation, and is thus less of interest to the fire ICs. From this perspective, 
insisting too many cases in one task for individual participant, as the most JA studies did, is not representative 
for dynamic emergency response problems. This partly explains our literature confusion that although Kenneth 
R. Hammond, the prominent leader of JA, actually participated in the first Naturalistic Decision Making (NDM) 
conference (Klein et al., 1993), the impact of his important conceptualization on the decision making in tough 
settings, like the emergency response, has been minimal. Howell (1997) suspected this phenomenon as the 
NDM community’s “definition-by-contrast thinking” and “intentional overlook in their zeal to distance NDM 
from ‘traditional decision theory’” (p.39). Here, we might encounter an alternative explanation that study design 
of JA, which traditionally involved large numbers of similar cases for judging, was already conflicting to the 
representative principle (Cooskey, 1996) and would not be of interest to domain practitioners, where dynamic 
story-like response to changing environment was demanding.  

To be noted, although our present task construction involved group response, the consequent data analysis was 
still ideographic. We would also like to address that planning the data analysis ideographically at the group level 
was not without reference. The most recent example could be found in Dhami (2003), in which judges in 
London courts were observed to examine how punitive decisions were made. The observations were analyzed at 
the court level due to the fact that individual benches make too few decisions for meaningful analysis. A similar 
example could also found in Ebbesen & Konenci (1975). Both of these two studies were widely acknowledged 
and cited. In this sense, we do not consider the present study to be especially limited due to our analysis plan at 
the group level. Rather, we see it as a natural trade-off between the theoretical proposal and the real situation 
constraint. 

We further postulate that the present strategy (analyzing ideographically at the group level) would be a default 
strategy if anyone would like to apply JA method in the study of dynamic, time critical situation. An advanced 
plan example would be selecting a number of decision points following the timeline of the situation, and 
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analyzing each decision point at the group level. 
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